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cajori.pdf: 5780: Teach Yourself the Slide Rule. This is almost a complete book on slide rules use.
The author was Managing Director of the company that made Unique slide rules but as this was a
comprehensive range it will be useful for other rules as well. tys.pdf: 475: Faber Castel 2/83N This
rule was one of the most comprehensive produced.
Manuals in PDF format - Slide Rules
electrical calculations with two slides â€“ â€œWiring Slide Ruleâ€•, it is unknown whether an actual
rule based on this patent was actually produced. The earliest reference to an actual â€œElectroâ€•
(sic) was in Dieterâ€™s book â€œSlide Rules. A Journey through Three Centuriesâ€•.
Elektro Rules Paper - sliderulemuseum.com
The slide rule and other instruments which give the same facilities for rapid calculations, are covered
by the term "Mechanical Calculation". It is unfortunate that, for some reasons not easy to see, the
slide rule is sometimes regarded as a difficult instrument with which to become proficient. There is a
tendency for some people
Teach Yourself the Slide Rule
Slide Rule books, including manuals and catalogs Slide Rule Books It seems to me that no slide rule
site would be complete without a section discussing some of the available books on the subject.
Eric's Slide Rule Books
- Slide Rule History, from Galileo's sector at the end of the 16th century to present day. - Links
Library with links to many websites that contain information about slide rules. â€¢ The Oughtred
Society also has slide rule books for sale: - The Oughtred Society Slide Rule Reference Manual.
102 pages, 109 photos.
Collecting Slide Rules - Oughtred Society Slide Rule Home ...
remained a template for slide rule design until the end of the slide rule era. Slide rules were almost
unknown in the United States before 1880. It was in 1844 that Aaron Palmerâ€™s Computing
Scale, an 8-inch diameter circular slide FOR MORE INFORMATION Primary sources for this article
are Dieter von Jezierskiâ€™s Slide Rules, a Journey Through ...
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING | SEPTEMBER 2014 | P.96 T
Manual for Gilson Midget Circular Slide Rule. It describes each of the scales and gives a sample
problem for computing a merchant's overhead costs as a percentage of profit. It advertises Gilson's
Atlas and Binary slide rules and provides a list of formulas and equivalent measurements.
Slide Rules -- Manuals & Documentation | National Museum ...
The PDF file for this slide rule has some problems that make it unfit for anything but practice by a
beginner. ... of my fathers and one of another relative,I am thankful for this tutorial as it will be the
first neccesary step in my journey through world of PRACTICAL ENGINEERING.
Making Your Own Slide Rule: 8 Steps (with Pictures)
A stiff paper slide rule made from the template in Cliff Stoll's Scientific American article. ... there's a
superb illustrated tutorial on slide rule use (pdf download) offered on the Oughtred Society website
(see Resources). For a more ambitious homebuild project, ... Slide Rules. A Journey Through Three
Centuries, Astragal Press, 2000, 126pp ...
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The Appeal of Slide Rules - For Use and as Collectables.
Downloadable Manuals Greg's Slide Rules. File 1 - relay.zip - 2.87 MB (3,012,477 bytes) BA Simm
- Slide Rule Manual There is 1 Adobe PDF file in 1 zip file. File 1 - ba_simm.zip - 3.86 MB
(4,048,683 bytes) AL Slater - The Slide Rule, A Complete Manual There are 5 Adobe PDF files in 5
zip files.
Greg's Slide Rules - Downloadable Manuals
Slide Rules, Journey Through Three Centuries (2000, von Jezierski, 2nd ed) ... AW Faber / Faber
Castell Slide Rule Books ... In addition to the detailed slide rule instructions, hints and applications,
Pickworth describes their principles, types, construction and accuracy. There are 8 pages of
advertisements at the back.
AW Faber / Faber Castell Slide Rule Books - and the Ugly
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